RSC Recreation Referee Payment

Distribution:
RSC will issue Referee Fee monies in the form of a check to the head coaches.

Schedule:

Referee Pay Schedule. Coaches give payment envelope(s) to Head Referee at the beginning of each game.

U7 - $8 paid to the referee by each coach, each game.
U8 - $8 paid to the referee by each coach, each game.
U9 - $9 paid to the referee by each coach, each game.
U10 - $9 paid to the referee by each coach, each game.
U11/12 - $12 paid to head referee and $8 to each of the (2) assistant referees by each coach, each game. Total payment by each coach is $28 each game.
U13/14 - $28 paid to head referee and $19 to each of the (2) assistant referees by HOME Team Coach ONLY. Total amount is $66 for Home Games.
U19 - $55 paid to head referee and $37 to each of the (2) assistant referees by HOME Team Coach ONLY. Total amount is $129 for Home Games.

No Show Events: In the event a referee does not show.

1. Call RSC office 248-650-0113 leave Coach Name, Game Date, Field # and Time
2. Call Matt Holland 248-255-7059

In the event a partial (2) man system is used: the head referee will refund the no-show amount.

In the event the game is called prior to the start: the referee(s) gets 1/2 pay for showing and will refund the rest.

In the event the game is called after the start: the referee(s) gets full pay.

Both teams and referees are required to show for the game.

In the event that one team does not show:

1. The team that shows must pay their half of the referee fees.
   • For a U13/14 game: if the away team doesn’t show then the referee gets Full Fee.
2. Split the team in half and scrimmage.
3. Call RSC 248 650 0113 and notify this occurrence with Coach Name, Game Date, Field # and Time.

If you do not utilize referee payments due to no-shows or cancellations, the money is to be returned to:
Rochester Soccer Club, 6841 N. Rochester Rd, STE 301A, Rochester Hills, 48306